Memo No.IGIMS /Med.Coll/ 225/2018  Dated: - 05/2018

ORDER

As per decision of the competent authority, all MBBS students are hereby instructed to vacate the lecture theatres immediately after the classes are over. The concerned lecture hall attendants are asked to lock the lecture theatres when there is no class. They are also instructed to switch off all the light, fans and air conditioners before locking the classrooms. No student is allowed to remain inside the classrooms when there is no class. Violation of this order will lead to punishment of concerned students and staff as per rule.

Sd/-
Principal
Medical College,
IGIMS, Patna.

Memo No.IGIMS/ Med.Coll. / 2.2.5 /2018  Dated:- 11/05/2018

Copy to:- Director/Dean/Dean (Exam)/MS/Registrar/Prof. I/C Students Section/Administration/Sr. BME/Executive Engineer (Electrical)/Security Incharge/All Notice Boards for information & needful.
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